THE DUNCAN® TEAM...
THROWING SUPER SKILL TOYS FOR EVERY GENERATION!
THROW & TELL™ - A HIGH PERFORMANCE, BALANCED DISC FOR FREESTYLE THROWING OR JUST SIMPLE FUN.
- RECORDING AND PLAYBACK FEATURE FOR FUN IN DELIVERING MESSAGES!
- IDEAL FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS; EASY TO THROW AND CATCH.
- PROFESSIONAL GRADE; 160 GRAM WEIGHT FOR LONG FLIGHTS.

3915TD

COLORS

THROW & Tell FLYING DISC

RECORD... THROW... PLAY!

THROW DUNCAN!

PACKED: 8 IN ASSORTED COLORS
SELF MERCHANDISER (PDQ)
SIZE: 11.5" X 11.25" X 11.625"

The Original. World’s #1.
**FOOTBAGS**

**DAREDEVIL™**

- 5 panel, Synthetic Leather cover for forgiving response and suppleness.
- Pellet filled for all-around play.
- Perfect beginner footbag for learning new tricks!

*Available in 24 piece counter display (see page 19)*

**SPIDER™**

- 6 panel, Synthetic leather cover for forgiving response and suppleness.
- Sand filled for perfect play, control and response.
- Competition quality.
- Extremely "stallable" for advanced freestyle moves.

**ROAD RUNNER™**

- 32 panel bag allows for consistent kicks while keeping the original shape.
- Synthetic leather cover for forgiving response and suppleness.
- Sand filled for perfect play, control and response.
- Competition quality.
- Extremely "stallable" for advanced freestyle moves.

*Available in 24 piece counter display (see page 19)*
**SCARVES**

3820JG

- Feather-light nylon fabric for easy-to-learn juggling
- Durable rolled hem edges
- Ultra bright colors for maximum visibility
- Fun, instructional CD-ROM teaches the basics of juggling patterns

**PERFECT FOR LEARNING PATTERNS**

Each unit includes:
CD-ROM and (3) scarves

**BALLS**

3830JG

- Easy to use!
- Durable 4 panel vinyl shell filled with plastic bean for weight and comfort
- Fun, instructional CD-ROM teaches the basics of juggling patterns

**INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM INCLUDED!**

Each unit includes:
CD-ROM and (3) balls

**COMBO PACK**

3840JG

- Begin with juggling scarves for easy learning
- Graduate to juggling balls with practice
- Fun, instructional CD-ROM teaches the basics of juggling patterns

**INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM INCLUDED!**

Each unit includes:
CD-ROM, (3) balls and (3) scarves
**RINGS**

- DURABLE PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION.
- UNIQUE, COOL GRAPHICS.
- PERFECTLY BALANCED; WEIGHING 195 GRAMS.
- EASY TO USE!
- FUN, INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM TEACHES THE BASICS OF JUGGLING PATTERNS.

**INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM INCLUDED!**

**EACH UNIT INCLUDES:**
CD-ROM AND (3) RINGS

---

**CLUBS**

- TAPE WRAPPED HANDLES FOR BETTER GRIP AND CATCH.
- PERFECTLY BALANCED, DURABLE, PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION; WEIGHING 119 GRAMS.
- UNIQUE, COOL GRAPHICS.
- EXTREMELY PRICE COMPETITIVE.
- FUN, INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM TEACHES THE BASICS OF JUGGLING PATTERNS.

**INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROM INCLUDED!**

**EACH UNIT INCLUDES:**
CD-ROM AND (3) CLUBS
### Vintage Yo-Yos

#### Vintage Yo-Yo Assortment

**3611VA**

All vintage packaging are reproductions of original 1950’s artwork.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Axle</th>
<th>Play Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellite®</td>
<td>Solid Wood</td>
<td>Looping Tricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament®</td>
<td>Solid Wood</td>
<td>Looping Tricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial®</td>
<td>Fixed Steel</td>
<td>Looping Tricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeweled®</td>
<td>Fixed Wood</td>
<td>Looping Tricks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Includes**

- 4 Satellite®
- 3 Imperial®
- 3 Tournament®
- 2 Jeweled®

- Vintage colors and logo.
- Sturdy one-piece construction.
- Authentic vintage packaging.
- Originally released.

#### Wooden Super Tournament®

**3600ST**

An exact reproduction of Duncan’s® most popular yo-yo from the 1950’s, the Super Tournament® comes in a clear display box with a reproduction of the original 1955 Duncan trick book. Assorted colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Axle</th>
<th>Play Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Looping Tricks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Colors**

- Assorted colors

**Package**

- Original 1955 Yo-Yo Trick Book
**IMPERIAL®**

- Narrow string gap.
- Durable plastic body.
- Bright colors.
- Fixed steel axle.
- Good for basic looping tricks.

**BUTTERFLY®**

- Wide string gap.
- Durable plastic body.
- Bright colors.
- Fixed steel axle.
- Good for basic string tricks.

**PROYO®**

- Narrow string gap.
- Rim-weighted for long spins.
- Take-apart design.
- Patented, removable wooden axle sleeve.
- Great for basic looping tricks.

**PROFLY™**

- Wide string gap.
- Rim-weighted for long spins.
- Take-apart design.
- Patented, removable wooden axle sleeve.
- Great for basic string tricks.

*Mini-comic book included!*

*MINI-COMIC PROMOTION: JAN 1 - APRIL 1, 2007 (OR UNTIL SUPPLIES LAST)*
**REFLEX™**

3513AR

- SPECIAL “AUTO-RETURN” TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YO-YO BACK TO HAND AUTOMATICALLY.
- HIGH SPEED AXLE DESIGN.
- LIGHTWEIGHT BODY FOR ULTRA FAST PLAY.
- AERODYNAMIC RIM-WEIGHTED SHAPE.
- GREAT FOR NOVICE PLAYERS TO LEARN MORE TRICKS.

**WHEELS®**

3281PK

- WIDE STRING GAP; GOOD FOR BASIC STRING TRICKS.
- DURABLE PLASTIC BODY.
- FIXED STEEL AXLE.
- ASSORTMENT OF WHEEL STYLE HUBCAPS.

**PROFIRE™**

3510XP

- NARROW STRING GAP.
- RIM-WEIGHTED FOR LONG SPINS.
- UNIQUE BRASS TRANSAXLE.
- GREAT FOR ADVANCED LOOPING TRICKS.
- TAKE APART DESIGN.
- BRAKE PAD RETURN SYSTEM (PATENTED).
HARD CORE YO-YO S

**BUMBLE BEE®**

3542XP

- NARROW STRING GAP; GREAT LOOPING YO-YO.
- RIM-WEIGHTED FOR LONG SPINS.
- BALL-BEARING AXLE.
- TAKE-APART DESIGN.

**SPEED BEETLE™**

3575XP

- NARROW STRING GAP; PROFESSIONAL LOOPER.
- CENTER-WEIGHTED FOR STABILITY.
- BALL-BEARING AXLE.
- FRICTION STICKER RETURN SYSTEM.
- IDEAL FOR ALL LEVELS OF LOOPING TRICKS.
- INCLUDES EXTRA SET OF THIN SPACERS FOR ADVANCED PLAY.
- TAKE-APART DESIGN.

**BALLISTIC®**

3520XP

- NARROW STRING GAP; PROFESSIONAL LOOPING YO-YO.
- BALL BEARING AXLE.
- TAKE APART DESIGN.
- FRICTION STICKER RETURN SYSTEM.
- GREAT FOR ADVANCED LOOPING PLAY.

WWW.YO-YO.COM  
MOSQUITO™

3515XP

- HIGH SPEED BALL-BEARING AXLE.
- AERODYNAMIC RIM-WEIGHTED SHAPE.
- LIGHTWEIGHT BUTTERFLY BODY FOR HIGH-SPEED STRING TRICKS.
- USES DUNCAN® FRICTION STICKERS FOR PERFECT RESPONSE.
- LONG SPIN TIMES.
- TAKE-APART DESIGN.

COMPACT "WINGED" SHAPE

AVENGER™

3530XP

- MEDIUM STRING GAP FOR ADVANCED ALL-AROUND PLAY.
- RIM-WEIGHTED FOR LONG SPINS.
- BALL BEARING AXLE.
- FRICTION STICKER RETURN SYSTEM.
- TAKE-APART DESIGN.

GREAT FOR ALL AROUND PLAY!

DRAGONFLY®

3545XP

- WIDE STRING GAP; GREAT FOR ADVANCED STRING TRICKS.
- RIM-WEIGHTED FOR LONG SPINS.
- BALL BEARING AXLE.
- TAKE-APART DESIGN.

PATENTED BRAKE PAD TECHNOLOGY

COLORS

DUNCAN®
The Original. World’s #1.
**FLYING SQUIRREL™**

- High speed ball-bearing axle.
- Aerodynamic rim-weighted shape for high speed string tricks.
- Can be used with a counterweight or as a traditional yo-yo.
- Uses Duncan® friction stickers for perfect response.
- Take-apart design.

**FREEHAND®**

- Includes two sets of spacers for modified gap and response settings.
- Take-apart design.
- Ideal for all levels of string tricks.
- Great for counterweight play.
- Includes casino die counterweight.
- Durable polycarbonate body.

**THROW MONKEY™**

- Includes two sets of spacers for modified gap and response settings.
- Includes bouncy ball counterweight for counterweight play.
- Ultra-wide adjustable string gap.
- Take-apart design.
- Over-molded rubber rims.
- Ideal for all levels of string tricks.
HARD CORE YO-YOS
DUNCAN® PATENTED COUNTERWEIGHT YO-YOS

In 2001, Duncan, along with yo-yo master Steve Brown, introduced a new style of play called COUNTERWEIGHT, signifying the first real advance in yo-yo play since 1924. Instead of tying the string to your finger, Duncan includes specialty "counterweights" that attach to the end of the string. This system allows the player to “let go” of the counterweight and string during tricks for previously impossible combos, incredible aerial moves, and stunning catches. Duncan’s freehand counterweight system was granted U.S. patent # 6,371,824 and it was featured in the 2005 TV commercial!

FH ZERO™

- Includes two sets of spacers for modified gap and response settings.
- Wide string gap.
- Durable polycarbonate body.
- Take-apart design.
- Ideal for all levels of string tricks; great for counterweight play.
- Includes multiple counterweights.

Each package includes 3 counterweights:
- (1) Bouncy Ball
- (1) Casino Die & (1) Character (Random from set)

(See page 16 to order complete character set.)

FLYING PANDA™

- Includes two sets of spacers for modified gap and response settings.
- Ultra-wide string gap.
- Over-molded rubber rims.
- Take-apart design.
- Ideal for off-string and all levels of string tricks.

Ideal for off-string play

This page features Duncan® patented counterweight yo-yos for advanced play, providing unique options for yo-yo enthusiasts. The FH Zero™ and Flying Panda™ models are highlighted, each with specialized features designed to enhance the yo-yo playing experience.
**DE LUXE YO-YO S**

**METAL ZERO™**

- **NEW!**
- Machined from aircraft grade aluminum for perfect balance.
- Includes two sets of spacers for modified gap and response settings.
- Deluxe YO-YO s
- Orders: 1-800-356-8396  Fax: 1-440-632-1581

- Brushed finish for less wind resistance and smoother feel.
- High-speed ball-bearing axle for long spin times.
- Comes with die, ball, and character head counterweight.

Each package includes 3 counterweights:

- 1 Bouncy Ball
- 1 Casino Die
- 1 Character (random from set)

Colors: Red, Blue, Black, Green, Yellow

**Cold Fusion™**

- 3565XP
- Ideal for all levels of all-around play!

- Machined aluminum body.
- Precision ball-bearing axle.
- Brake pad return system (patented).
- Take-apart design.

**Mondial™**

- 3550XP
- Ideal for all levels of all-around play!

- Patented ratcheting gap adjustment.
- Starburst return system.
- Machined aluminum body.
- Precision ball-bearing axle.
- Take-apart design.
- Lube injection port.
- Patented design.

Colors: Silver, Gold, White, Black

**FREEHAND® MG**

- **3580MG-BL** Blue
- **3580MG-BK** Black

- Wide shape body is 99.5% forged magnesium.
- Ceramic bearing for ultra smooth spins.
- Limited quantities per year (100 of each color)
- Collectible, limited edition set of counterweights

**THE “PERFECT” YO-YO; BEST PLAYING YO-YO IN THE WORLD!**

**SPORTSLINE YO-YOS**

**SPORTSLINE™ YO-YOS**

**3500SL**

Originally introduced in 1963, the Duncan® SportslIne is back! These sports ball-shaped yo-yos are fun for kids of all ages. Packaging features killer art from Duncan Trick Book Artist Li Shyu.

Package assortment based on rate of sale:
- (3) Football, (3) Baseball, (2) Soccer Ball, (2) Basketball, (1) Tennis Ball, & (1) Golf Ball.

8-Ball Special Offer

This limited edition 8-ball yo-yo is available only by mailing in 6 proof-of-purchase seals from Duncan® yo-yos. The 8-ball yo-yo will never be sold anywhere! Encourage multiple sales with this special mail-in offer.
STORM SERIES TOPS

**IMPERIAL®**

- LIGHTWEIGHT, PLASTIC BODY.
- NO-MAR PLASTIC TIP.
- INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE.
- INCLUDES STRING, BUTTON AND WINDING RING.

SEE PAGE 19 FOR MERCHANDISER SKUS.

**RIP-CORD™**

- EXCELLENT FOR BEGINNERS TO ADVANCED PLAYERS; LAUNCHER SERVES AS FUN TRAINING AID FOR BEGINNERS.
- DURABLE POLYCARBONATE BODY.
- NO-MAR PLASTIC FIXED TIP.
- INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE.
- USED BY WORLD AND NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.

INCLUDES: LAUNCHER, STRING, SPARE TIPS, BUTTON AND TRICK BOOK.

**BEARING KING™**

- BALL-BEARING TIP DESIGN ALLOWS LONGER SPINS.
- DURABLE POLYCARBONATE BODY.
- NO-MAR PLASTIC TIP.
- INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE.
- USED BY WORLD AND NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.

INCLUDES: SPARE TIPS, STRING, BUTTON AND TRICK BOOK.

TETRA TOPS® are the world's only omnidirectional spinning tops, designed to spin on multiple axes. Replicating the basic structural systems of the universe, TETRA TOPS spin, stack, and are great for learning and teaching. Each different shape comes with a trading card to explain its shape and properties.

**TETRAHEDRON**

**OCTAHEDRON**

**ICOSAHEDRON**

**CUBOCTAHEDRON**

---

**3910TT**

**STARTER SET**

**SMALL TOPS**

**MASTER PACK INCLUDES:**
- 12 INDIVIDUAL CLAMSHELL UNITS. (6 OF EACH UNIT)

**EACH UNIT INCLUDES:**
- TWO TRADING CARDS.
- INFORMATIONAL BOOKLET.
- TWO TETRA TOPS.

---

**3920TT**

**DELUXE SET**

**MEDIUM TOPS**

**MASTER PACK INCLUDES:**
- 12 INDIVIDUAL CLAMSHELL UNITS. (6 OF EACH UNIT)

**EACH UNIT INCLUDES:**
- TWO TRADING CARDS.
- INFORMATIONAL BOOKLET.
- TWO TETRA TOPS.

---

**3930TT**

**EXECUTIVE SET**

**LARGE TOPS**

**MASTER PACK INCLUDES:**
- 12 INDIVIDUAL CLAMSHELL UNITS. (3 OF EACH STYLE)

**EACH UNIT INCLUDES:**
- TWO TRADING CARDS.
- INFORMATIONAL BOOKLET.
- ONE TETRA TOP.

---

**TETRA TOPS® DISPLAYS**

**3910CD**

**STARTER SET**

**SELF-SHIPPER DISPLAY INCLUDES:**
- 18 UNITS
- SIZE: 14.25" X 14.25" X 11"

**3920CD**

**DELUXE SET**

**SELF-SHIPPER DISPLAY INCLUDES:**
- 18 UNITS
- SIZE: 14.25" X 14.25" X 11"

---

**3910SK**

**STARTER SET**

**SIDEKICK DISPLAY INCLUDES:**
- 18 UNITS
- SIZE: 14" X 14" X 6"

**3920SK**

**DELUXE SET**

**SIDEKICK DISPLAY INCLUDES:**
- 18 UNITS
- SIZE: 14" X 14" X 6"

**3963DY**

**SELF-SHIPPER DISPLAY INCLUDES:**
- 35 STARTER SETS
- 28 DELUXE SETS
- SIZE: 38.25" X 20.75" X 18.25"

---

**DUNCAN® The Original. World’s #1.**
**GYROSCOPE**

- STURDY PLASTIC FRAME.
- SPECIAL DESIGN ALLOWS LONG SPINS FOR MORE TRICKS.
- PERFECTLY BALANCED FLY-WHEEL FOR HIGH-SPEED ACTION.
- BRIGHT COLORS.
- TRICK BOOK AND STRING INCLUDED.

**GYROSCOPE XT**

- STURDY PLASTIC FRAME.
- LAUNCH WITH EASY TO USE RIP-CORD OR STRING.
- SPECIAL DESIGN ALLOWS LONG SPINS FOR MORE TRICKS.
- PERFECTLY BALANCED FLY-WHEEL.
- T-STICK, STRING, AND TRICK BOOK INCLUDED.

**ACCESSORIES**

**DUNCAN® APPAREL**

**LOGO T-SHIRTS**

- **3116-3120WH** WHITE
  - SIZES: M-3X

- **3121-3125RD** RED
  - SIZES: M-3X

**WWW.YO-YO.COM**

**ORDERS:** 1-800-356-8396  **FAX:** 1-440-632-1581
**ACCESSORIES**

**CHARACTER COUNTERWEIGHTS**

**3581CW-IN**

COMPLETE SET OF DUNCAN® COUNTERWEIGHT CHARACTERS. EACH CAN BE USED WITH FREEHAND™, FH ZERO™, THROW MONKEY™ AND FLYING SQUIRREL™ YO-YOS.

**TRICK BOOK**

**3103BK**

WRITTEN BY NATIONAL YO-YO MASTER STEVE BROWN AND ILLUSTRATED BY MASTER ARTIST, LI SHYU, NO OTHER TRICK BOOK COMES CLOSE. OVER 60 TRICKS, INCLUDING BONUS FREEHAND® SECTION.

**STRING PACKS**

**3276BB**

100 STRINGS PER PACK.

**3276NP**

5 STRINGS PER CARD.

**BALL-BEARING PARTS KIT**

**3144PK**

KIT INCLUDES SPARE PARTS FOR ALL DUNCAN® BALL-BEARING YO-YOS. INCLUDES: (5) SETS OF COLOR CODED SPACERS, (1) BEARING AND (2) O-RINGS.

**FRICITION STICKERS**

**3152PK**

REPLACEMENT STICKERS FOR THE FOLLOWING YO-YOS: FREEHAND®, SPEED BEETLE™, MOSQUITO™, AVENGER™, BALLISTIC™, THROW MONKEY™, FLYING PANDA™, FH ZERO™, FLYING SQUIRREL™, METAL ZERO™ AND FREEHAND® MG.

**3150PK**

8 PACK

**3154PK**

8 PACK

**3152PK**

8 PACK

**3150PK**

48 PACK

**3154PK**

48 PACK

**YO-YO GLOVE**

**FOR USE ON CATCHING HAND, THIS SLICK GLOVE CUTS DOWN ON FRICTION FOR HIGH-SPEED STRING TRICKS. AVAILABLE IN RED AND BLACK. SIZES - (S,M,L)**

**YO-YO GLOVE**

**3150GL**

BLACK S

**3151GL**

RED S

**3152GL**

BLACK M

**3153GL**

RED M

**3154GL**

BLACK L

**3155GL**

RED L

**THE ORIGINAL. WORLD'S #1.**
**CLASSIC**

INCLUDES: BUTTERFLY® AND IMPERIAL® OR, PROYO® AND PROFLY™ COMBINATIONS.

- **3036DY**
  - Packed: 36 Classic Yo-Yos
  - Size: 13.5" X 12" X 6.75"

- **3018CS**
  - Packed: 18
  - 6 Classic Yo-Yos per strip
  - 3 Clip strips per master
  - Size: 22" X 9.25" X 5.25"

- **3290DY**
  - Packed: 36 ProYo and Profly Assortment
  - Size: 13.5" X 12" X 6.75" (Not shown)

- **3272DY**
  - Packed: 72 Classic Yo-Yos
  - Size: 40.25" X 15.75" X 6.5"

- **3290SK**
  - Packed: 36 ProYo and Profly Assortment
  - Size: 26" X 14.5" X 5.75" (Not shown)

- **3218CS**
  - Packed: 18
  - 6 Assorted ProYo/ProFly Yo-Yos per strip
  - 3 Clip strips per master
  - Size: 22" X 9.25" X 5.25" (Not shown)

**HARD CORE**

HARD CORE Yo-Yos can be packed in 18 or 27 piece Sidekicks (depending on model) and 30 piece Floor Displays.

- **3272DY**
  - Packed: 18 or 27 piece
  - (Depending on model)
  - Any "Hard Core" Yo-Yo
  - Size: 40.25" X 15.75" X 6.5"

- Also available:
  - **3290SK**
    - ProYo/ProFly Assortment
    - Packed: 36
    - (See above)

- **3218CS**
  - Packed: 18
  - 6 Assorted ProYo/ProFly Yo-Yos per strip
  - 3 Clip strips per master
  - Size: 22" X 9.25" X 5.25" (Not shown)

**FOOTBAGS**

- **3905DY**
  - Packed: 24
  - Daredevil™ Footbags
  - Size: 13.5" X 12" X 6.75"

**SPIN TOPS**

- **3324DY**
  - Packed: 24
  - Imperial® Spin Tops
  - Size: 13.5" X 12" X 6.75"

- **3324SK**
  - Packed: 24
  - Imperial® Spin Tops
  - Size: 26.25" X 14.75" X 5"

- **3720SK**
  - Packed: 18
  - Rip-Cord™ Spin Tops
  - Size: 25" X 5" X 14.5"
INSTRUCTIONAL & PROMOTIONAL TOOLS

**INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS**

**3140DV**
- **DVD COMBO**
- **INCLUDES BOTH VIDEOS:**
  - "HOW TO BE A PLAYER" VOL. 1 (YO-YO) AND
  - "HOW TO BE A PLAYER" VOL. 2 (SPIN TOPS).

**3160DV**
- **THE FIRST ANNUAL PHILIPPINE NATIONAL YO-YO CONTEST**
- **THIS DVD CONTAINS EXCERPTS FROM THE FIRST EVER NATIONAL YO-YO CONTEST IN THE PHILIPPINES, AND INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL YO-YO PLAYERS, ADULTS WHO SPEAK OF THE YO-YO CRAZE OF THEIR YOUTH, AND THE YO-YO'S IMPORTANT PLACE IN FILIPINO CULTURE.**

**3150DV**
- **YO-YO VIKING TOUR**
- **WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU SEND THREE YO-YO PLAYERS, ONE CAMERA MAN, AND A RUBBER TURKEY TO EUROPE FOR A MONTH? IF YOUR ANSWER HAS ANYTHING TO DO WITH CRAZY BUS DRIVERS, WHALE MEAT, BREAKDANCERS, OR MOBS OF CHILDREN SCREAMING IN FINNISH, THEN YOU MIGHT BE CLOSE! CHECK OUT THE VARIOUS MISHAPS AND MAYHEM WHEN THE DUNCAN CREW U.S. DOES A FULL MONTH TOUR OF DENMARK, NORWAY, SWEDEN, AND FINLAND! FEATURING MUSIC FROM NO IDEA RECORDS!**

**PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT**

**WEBSITE**
- LOOK FOR OUR NEWLY REDESIGNED DUNCAN® WEBSITE WITH NEW WEB GAMES AND THE LATEST NEWS AND INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCTS, CONTESTS AND PROMOTIONS. DUNCAN'S WEBSITE GENERATES OVER 3 MILLION HITS PER MONTH.

**MINI COMICS**
- INCLUDED IN BUTTERFLY AND IMPERIAL CLASSIC YO-YO ASSORTMENTS. PROMOTION RUNS FROM JAN 1 - APRIL 1, 2007 (OR AS LONG AS SUPPLIES LAST)

**LESSON PLANS**
- DUNCAN® HITS THE CLASSROOMS! THOUSANDS OF SCIENCE TEACHERS USE DUNCAN’S CURRICULUM EACH YEAR. THE NEWEST ADDITION, THE AMAZING POWER OF SPIN, FEATURES THE GYROSCOPE.

**INSTRUCTIONAL CD-ROMS**

**DUNCAN® CREW - WORLDWIDE**

THE DUNCAN® CREW IS THE OFFICIAL SPONSORED TEAM OF DUNCAN TOYS. THESE PROFESSIONALS ARE THE BEST PLAYERS THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN. FROM DOMINATING CONTESTS AND RETAIL PROMOTIONS TO MASSIVE DEMONSTRATIONS AND MEDIA COVERAGE, NO ONE CAN MATCH THE SKILLS OF OUR CREW. WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER OUR TEAM TO SUPPORT OUR CUSTOMERS’ PROMOTIONAL NEEDS.

**ORDERS:** 1-800-356-8396
**IN OHIO:** 440-632-1631 FAX: 440-632-1581
Duncan® Toys Co. • 15981 Valplast Rd., Middlefield, OH 44062
A member of the Nordic Group of Companies

© 2007 Duncan Toys Co. All rights reserved. Tetra Tops® is a trademark of Kurt Przybilla. Used with permission. All rights reserved.